


























EARL R. DALE EAST WOLFEBORO, N. H.
List of Town Officers for 1939
Moderator Town Clerk
CARROLL A. LAMPREY IRENE B. HARDIE
Selectmen Budget Committee
ROBERT W. STRAW FORREST W. HODGDON
ROGER L. WILLIAMS CARROLL A. LAMPREY
ERNEST M. HUNTER THEODORE W. CELLAR1US
Collector of Taxes Treasurer
AUSBREY N. DOW MARY J. BLAKE
Health Officer Constable
HENRY E. HAYES HENRY F. HAYES
Police Officers Special Police Officers
CHARLES E. HERSEY THEODORE J. STURGIS*
MILTON LORD
THEODORE LAMPREY
Supervisors of CF eck-List




Trustees of Trust Funds Library Trustees
EDWIN C. HERSEY PHYLLIS HILLOCK
OLIVER R. ALLEN BERENICE L. WILLIAMS
HAROLD E. HANSEN HELEN SENIOR
Auditors
JOHN E. BENNETT CHARLES CROOK
Ballot Clerks
MARION SHANNON ARTHUR L. RIDLON
THOMAS H BLAISDELL KATHIE LAMPREY
->: Emergency Police
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting,
March 12, 1940
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of
[2/. S.] Tuftonboro in the County of Carroll
in said State, qualified to vote in
Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said Tuftonboro on Tuesday, the twelfth ( 12th ) day
of March, next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same. ($9,846.50 figures of the
Budget Committee.
)
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of eight hundred and ten dollars ($810.) for
Fire Department purposes, this sum to be paid over to
the Treasurer of the Fire Department by the Selectmen,
as per petition.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of one thousand nine hundred and twenty-
four dollars, ( $1,924. ) the State to raise a like amount
for State Aid Construction on the Ledge Hill Road.
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5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of forty-five hundred dollars ( $4,500. ) for
tarring the following roads, Tuftonboro Neck, Wawbeek,
Union Wharf, Ledge Hill, High Street and the New
Road, the balance to be expended for improving the
Union Wharf Road.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of twenty-two hundred eighty-one dollars
and sixty cents, ($2,281.60) the State to raise a like
amount for building a State Aid, reinforced concrete
bridge on the New Road, so-called.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of one hundred dollars, ($100.) for the
Wolfeboro Red Cross to defray part of the expenses of
their Nursing Service in Tuftonboro.
8. To see if the Town will vote to accept Windeblo
Road, so-called, as petitioned by Lenore W. Smith, Mabel
C. Humphrey and others dated September 19th, 1939.
9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
take all necessary steps for the protection of the inhabi-
tants of Tuftonboro under the will of Charles W. Davis.
10. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the sale of
the Schoolhouses and lots held August 19, 1939 and the
deeds given by the Selectmen as a result of said sale, so
far as the Town had any right in the lots so sold.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Se-
lectmen to discontinue printing the Tax Inventory in the
Town Report except once in five years.
12. To see if the Town will vote to grant a discount of
two per-cent (2%) on taxes paid in full within thirty
days from the time the Tax Warrant is committed to the
Collector.
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13. To see if the Town will vote to make a nominal
charge for plowing driveways and private roads at a
corresponding rate, to be determined by the Selectmen
and the Road Agent.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes of
the levy of 1940.
15. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-fourth
day of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and forty.
ROBERT W. STRAW 1 Selectmen
ROGER L. WILLIAMS )- of
ERNEST M. HUNTER J Tuftonboro
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
ROBERT W. STRAW 1 Selectmen
ROGER L. WILLIAMS y of
ERNEST M. HUNTER J Tuftonboro
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Budget of th.e Town of Tuftonboro
New Hampshire
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Ensuing Year February 1, 1940, to January 31, 1941,
compared with Actual Revenue and Expenditures of the





From State: Year 1939 Year 1940






From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Int. Received on Taxes and Deposits
Highway Dept, Income on Roads
Gift Camp Belknap
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees








Cash on Hand ( Surplus )
In Hand of Collector
352 23 300 00
9 60 19 80
29 00
25
41 61 30 00
203 32
20 00
910 13 900 00
676 00 650 00
146 62 140 00
126 07
3 200 00
930 47 800 00
2 068 27 3 458 82
46 55 59 63
Total Revenues From all Sources
Except Property Taxes $13 005 05 $9 378 25
Amount to be Raised by Property Taxes $27 572 18






Expenses Town Hall and Other Town Buildings 67 00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department
Fire Department, Actual ( $1,180. )
Insurance






















On Long Term Notes
Highways and Bridges:
Town Construction
State Aid Const., Town's Share
Hurricane Emergency
Bridge, State Aid 2 281 60
Other Expenditures:
Legal Expenses 200 00
Payment on Principal of Debt:
Payment Temporary Loans 3 200 00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
County Taxes 7 548 51 8 902 79
Taxes Bought by Town 23 58
Payments to School Dist. Including Dog Tax 12 409 93 12 923 00
Abatements 652 27




Year 1939 Year 1940
$901 00 $1 000 00
408 92 450 00
rigs 100 00
55 82 75 00
1 306 07 810 00
290 13 325 00
100 00 170 00
6 41 15 00
19 80
100 00
3 808 58 3 800 00
389 83 400 00
1 200 54 1 400 00
5 19 25 00
24 08
81 50 81 50
936 04 1 200 00
133 50 360 00
25 00 25 00
99 19 100 00
129 00
23 67 30 00
90 00 90 00
4 527 54 4 500 00




Land and Buildings $1 153 110 00
Number of Acres 22 217
Electric Plants 30 700 00
Horses 39 2 795 00
Asses and Mules 4 210 00
Oxen 14 1 125 00
Cows 184 7 007 00
Other Neat Stock 26 880 00
Fowls 1 668 847 00
Fur Bearing Animals 4 100 00
Portable Mills 2 600 00
Boats and Launches 76 51 350 00
Wood and Lumber 20 750 00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 1 595 00
Stock in Trade 12 000 00
Total Valuation $1 283 069 00
Polls Number 359 @ $2.00 $718.00





Town Officers' Salaries $1 COO CO $901 00
Town Officers' Expenses 450 00 408 92
Town Hall Expenses 1C0 00 67 CO
Police Department 75 00 55 82
Insurance 250 CO 290 13
Vital Statistics 20 00 6 41
Health Department including Hospital 120 00 100 CO
Town Maintenance 3 800 00 3 808 58
Bushes 400 00 389 83
General Highway Expense 1 400 CO 1 200 54
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State Aid Construction $1 933 00 $1 919 34
Town Construction 4 500 00 4 527 54
Public Service Enterprise 129 00 129 00
Patriotic Appropriation 25 00 25 00
Libraries 81 50 81 50
Old Age Assistance 200 00 133 50
Town Poor 1 200 00 936 04
Special Cemetery Appropriation 100 00 99 19
Special Fire Department 1 180 00 1 180 00
County Tax 7 500 00 7 548 51
School Tax 12 082 00 12 082 00
Special Appropriation for
Forest Fire Tools 25 00 24 08
Interest on Temporary Loans 30 00 23 67
" Long Term Loans 180 00 90 00
Statement of Assets
Cash on hand General Fund $3 458 82
Claim against Estate of Addie Cordeau 140 00
Anna Wentworth 84 00
Due from State, hedgehog bounties 19 80
Uncollected taxes levy of 1939 1 055 18
" " 1938 84 32
/' " i> V -i QQV 26 CO
Cash on hand by collector, not paid treasurer 59 63
Unredeemed taxes, levy of 1938 23 58
$4 951 33
Statement of Liabilities
Notes due Wolfeboro National Bank
Notes for $6,000.00 dated Nov. 30, 1938 $6 000 00
Unexpended balance on State Aid Construction 16 35
$6 016 35
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Town Clerks' Report
MARION L. HORNER'S REPORT
February 1, to March 14, 1939 inclusive
Receipts
1938 - 1939 Auto permits No. 150,230 - 150,235 inc. $5 86
1939 - 1940 "
" " 150,272 - 150,355 " 302 38
1938 - 1939 Dog licenses 1 $ .42
1 2 00 $2 42
$310 66
Payments
Mai. 1 Mary J. Blake, treas. auto permits $129 54
15 " " " " " " 178 70
15 " " " " dog licenses 2 02




IRENE B. HARDIE'S REPORT
March 15, 1939 to January 31, 1940
Receipts
1938 - 39 Auto permits No. 150,236 $ 50
1939 - 40 " 150,356 to 150,547 inc. 546 35
1940 - 41
"
" 155,151 to 155,168 " 55 04
( 67 Dogs )
1938 - 39 Dog licenses 2 @ $2.00 4 00
1939 - 40 " " 57 @ $2.00 114 00





Apr. 1 Mary J. Blake, treas. auto permits $201 44
*Iay





JUne 1 " " " " " » rjrj rjn
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July 1 Mary J. Blake, treas. auto permits $60 03
Aug. 1
// u a // ,v a
58 18
Sept. 1
// a ir a a a
16 87
Oct. 1
a a ii a n a
30 79
Nov. 1
a a a a a n
10 71
Dec. 1
a if a a a a
12 37
31




a n a a a a
58 26
28 Dog Licenses 144 60






Amount of warrant $32 794 98
Additional taxes 56 50
Interest on taxes 41 91
Total Liabilities $32 893 39
ASSETS 1939 TAX
Cash paid treasurer $31 778 58
Uncollected tax as per list 1 055 18
Cash on hand not paid to treasurer 59 63
$32 893 39
Paid treasurer on 1937 tax and interest $56 25
" 1938 " " $874 22
1937 Abatements
Byron Ladd, taxed by mistake $11 70
1938 Abatements
Florence Temple, taxed by mistake $25 50
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1939 Abatements
John Ayers, over 70
John G. Blount, over 70
Abbie Hersey, over taxed
F. Herman Hodgdon, over 70
Ray Mitchell, out of town
George H. Rockwell, paid in Mass.
Leigh Schofield, over 70
Harold Sargent, water
Theresa Whitten, over 70
Phoebe Whitten, out of town
Harold Clow
Rosie Fernald, paid in Wolfeboro
Harry Gilchrist, over taxed
J. S. Hunter, taxed by mistake
Rena Kramer, taxed twice
Allen I. Lorimer, over taxed
George H. Marena, taxed twice
Florence Temple, taxed by mistake
























John Ayers $30 00
Lillian Cheney 2 00
Charles F. Copp 87 59
Leon Dore 12 92
Florence Hamm 2 00
Leroy Hamm 13 13
Howard Haley 2 00
Charles S. Hoyt 5 qq
Frank E. Hoyt 22 CO
Frances O. Lamprey 2 00
































































































Chester Thomas $20 60
Amelia Glidden 5 40
$26 00
I hereby certify that the above list of uncollected
taxes showing the name and amount due from each de-
linquent taxpayer as of Feb. 6, 1940 on account of the
tax levy for the years 1937, 1938 and 1939 is correct to
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Report of the Treasurer
Cash on hand February 1, 1939
State of N. H., Interest and Dividend Tax
State of N. H., Savings Bank Tax
State of N. H., Railroad Tax
State of N. H., Bounties
State of N. H., Capital Stock Tax
Wolfeboro National Bank, Notes
Irene B. Hardie, Automobile Permits
* " * Dog Licenses




H. F. Hurlburt Jr., 325 gal. oil for driveway
@ 12^ per gal.
Paul Strubin, 5% barrels of tar @ $7.00 per bbl.
Mrs. L. W. Smith, cleaning timber debris from
private roads 1938 8 00
Mrs. E. T. Wolcott, cleaning timber debris from
private roads 1938 8 00
E. A. MacDougall, cleaning timber debris from
private roads 1938 8 00
Wm. M. Crane, cleaning timber debris from
private roads 1938 8 00
Clarence V. Staples, on account of board for
3 children 29 00
Camp Belknap, reimbursement for culvert 48 50
Delma Melntire, culverts for Qua and Case roads job 43 82
Tuftonboro Fire Dept., reimbursement for 1938
Fire Dept. bills paid by the Town 126 07
Ausbrey N. Dow, 1938 tax sale 16 58
Total Receipts $44 036 05
Expenditures 40 577 23
Balance $3 458 82
MARY J. BLAKE, Treasurer.
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Summary of Payments
Town Officers' Salaries $901 00-
Town Officers' Expenses 408 92
Town Building Expenses 67 00
Police Department 55 82
Fire Department 1 306 07
Bounties 19 80'
Insurance 290 13-
Vital Statistics 6 4L
Town Maintenance of Highways 3 808 58
" Bushes 389 83
General Highway Expense 1 200 54'
Town Construction 4 527 54-
Libraries 81 50
Town Poor 936 04^
Old Age Assistance 133 50
Abatements 652 27
Taxes Bought by Town 23 58
Patriotic Purposes 25 00
Public Service Enterprises 129 00
Interest Long Term Loan 90 00
and Temporary Loans 3 223 67
State Aid Construction 1 919 34v
County Tax 7 548 51
School Including Dog Tax 12 409 93
Special Cemetery 99 19
Forest Fires 5 19-
Special Hospital Appropriation 100 00
Hurricane Emergency 194 79 •
Forest Fire Appropriation 24 08
$40 577 23
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Town Officers' Salaries
Apr. 28 Theodore W. Cellarius, budget committee $5 00
28 Forrest Hodgdon, " " 5 00
28 Milton Lord, 5 00
28 Robert W. Straw, 5 00
Jan. 26 Edwin C. Hersey, supervisor 14 00
26 Harry L. Davis, 14 00
26 Oliver Allen, 14 00
26 Kathie S. Lamprey, ballot clerk 3 50
26 Arthur L. Ridlon, 3 50




26 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk 40 00
26 Mary J. Blake, treasurer 85 00
31 Ernest M. Hunter, selectman 100 00
31 Roger L. Williams, 150 00
31 Robert W. Straw, 200 00
31 Carroll A. Lamprey, moderator 15 00
31 Ausbrey N. Dow, tax coDector 225 00
31 John E. Bennett, auditor 5 00
31 Charles Crook, 5 00
$901 00
Town Officers' Expenses
Mar. 6 Edson C. Eastman, payment
and receipt book $16 19
15 E. R. Dale, town reports 179 10
15 Kingswood Press, ballots 4 75
15 Granite State News, notices 1 00
15 Frank Hutchins, postmaster 300 envelopes 10 08
25 Harold E. Hansen, stamped envelopes 2 52
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Mar. 27 Edson C. Eastman, selectman's pad
30 E. R. Dale, inventory cards
Apr. 10 Delma Mclntire, attendance
at road meeting
13 Preston B. Smart, real estate report
13 K. S. Carter, conveyance
15 Chester T. C. Davis, treasurer's
and clerk's bond
17 Wheeler & Clark, dog tags
May 11 Carroll County Independent,
selectmen's and dog notices
22 Edson C. Eastman, dog license blanks
31 Wheeler & Clark, collector's book
July 6 Edwin Poor, selectmen's transportation
Aug. 7 U. S. Auto & Truck Guide for clerk
Jan. 3 Carroll County Independent,
town clerk's notices
26 Kingswood Press, 500 envelopes
26 Carroll County Independent,
selectmen's notices 4 60
26 Robert W. Straw, attending
tax commission meeting 17 00
26 mileage and dinners 22 80
26 telephone and postage 4 90
29 Mary J. Blake, supplies etc. 5 99
31 Irene B. Hardie, copying inventory etc. 19 55
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Expenses of Town Hall and Buildings
Feb. 20 Public Service Co., lights tractor shed $1 50
Mar. 6 White Mt. Power Co.,
tractor shed and town house lights 3 00
Apr. 15 White Mt. Power Co.,
tool and town house lights 3 00
17 Public Service Co., tractor shed 3 00
May 11 " " " " " " 1 50
22 " " " " " " 1 50
31 White Mt. Power Co.,
Mar. and Apr. tool house lights 3 00
June 15 White Mt. Power Co.,
Apr. and May lights town house 3 00
July 6 White Mt. Power Co., June tool house 1 50
25 " " " " May - June
town house 3 00
Aug. 7 Public Service Co., tractor shed June 1 50
14 " " " " " July 1 50
Sept. 4 White Mt. Power Co.,
tool and town house July and Aug. 4 50
20 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
tractor shed Aug. 1 50
21 White Mt. Power Co.,
lights for tool and town house 3 00
Oct. 28 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
tractor shed Sept. 1 50
28 White Mt. Power Co.,
tool and town house Sept. 3 00
Nov. 14 Public Service Co., tractor shed Oct. 1 50
Dec. 4 White Mt. Power Co., tool and town house 3 00
Jan. 3 ' " " 3 00
3 Public Service Co. of N. H., tractor shed 1 50
r>£ ft " It " " " " " 1 Cf)
26 J. Clifton Avery, insurance on books 3 CO
26 John F. Piper, janitor services 10 00
29 White Mt. Power Co.,
lights Dec. town and tractor house 3 00
$67 00
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Police Department
Nov. 14 T. J. Sturgis and J. F. Goodwin Jr.,
police work
Jan. 26 Roger L. Williams, transportation tramps
30 Henry F. Hayes, July 4th and dog tax
31 Theodore Lamprey, policing camps
Tuftonboro Neck
31 Milton A. Lord, police work
31 Charles E. Hersey,










Feb. 20 Milton Bean, supplies $3 n
20 Melvin Garage, supplies 29 89
20 White Mt. Power Co., Fire Department
lights for Dec. 1 50
20 White Mt. Power Co., lights for Jan. l 50
20 Robert Haskell & Associates,
secretary's record book 3 70
20 Tuftonboro Tel. Co., installation etc. 4 25
20 Ossipee Oil Co., fuel for fire house 51 64
20 Clyde B. Foss, fire house insurance 30 48









Jan. 31 Less amount received by treasurer for
1938 Fire Department bills paid by town $126 07
$TT80~00
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Fire Department Report






Building fires, loss and damage $1,505.00
Other property, damage $20.00
Chimney fires, damage None









Unknown ( Haley Place
)
1





Buildings burned, apparatus not called 1
Loss, estimated $450.00
Membership Dept. Jan. 31, 1940 28
Melvin Village membership 8
Mirror Lake " 5
Tuftonboro Center 7
Tuftonboro Corner 8
Business meetings during year 19
Fire practices during year 10
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Report of Tuftonboro Fire Department
MARCH 27, 1939 to JANUARY 31, 1940
Money received from Town:
Mar. 27, 1939 $200 00
Apr. 10, 1939 ( Donation
)
30 00
Sept. 18, 1939 400 00
Jan. 27, 1940 363 93
Jan. 31, 1940 216 07
$1 210 00
Expenses:
Meredith Electric Light Co. $16 50
Tuftonboro Telephone Co. 23 19
Ossipee Oil Co. 65 72
New Equipment Fire Truck 134 29
By Laws ( Tuftonboro Fire Dept. ) 12 50
Fire Water Hole
(Ctr. Tuftonboro) 238 49
Insurance (Clyde Foss) 183 25
Wiring Fire House and Lights 41 50
Notices and Postage 2 00
Plumbing Supplies 158 55
Town Treasurer ( Reimburse
)
126 07
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Bounties
Jan. 31 Robert W. Straw, hedgehog bounties $19 80
Insurance
Sept. 25 J. C. Avery, insurance on library books $3 13
Jan. 30 J. C. Avery, compensation insurance 287 00
$290 13
Vital Statistics
Mar. 21 Marion L. Horner $1 91
Jan. 31 Irene B. Hardie 4 50
$6 41
Town Maintenance






scraping and gravel 180 00
181 00
91 92
" and State hone 167 80
approach wharf road 118 67
culverts and plank 75 00
" II If i-jrj rj-%
scraping 144 33
putting out sand 248 42
plowing and Canaan road 166 07
" 156 90
snow plowing etc. 33 50
telephoning, mileage etc.
investigating culvert etc. 65 80
31
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Bushes
Aug. 12 Delma Mclntire, road agent $97 17
17 " 54 00
26 " " " " 154 66
Sept. 11 " " " 79 50
Dec. 2 " bushes 4 50
$389 83
Highway Department General Expense
Feb. 25 Delma Mclntire, sanding $142 80
Mar. 18 " 131 79
May 22 Casellini Venable Co., picks 13 20
22 Delma Mclntire, snow fence 70 84
June 26 Berger Metal Culvert Co., 1 culvert 16 68
26 " " " 2 " 12 24
Aug. 12 Delma Mclntire, repairs 41 70
17 dynamite and caps 15 50
Oct. 10 Fred A. Sargent, painting sprinkler 4 35
28 Horace Rust Lumber Co., plank for bridges 71 52
28 Casellini Venable Co., culverts 173 72
Nov. 27 Delma Mclntire, snow fence 122 32
Dec. 4 Meredith Grain Store, salt 48 50
11 Clark Wilcox Co., 1 bbl. oil 46 60
11 Maine Steel Inc., repair parts for plow 93 53
Jan. 3 State Highway Garage,
wing and attachments 101 02
5 Delma Mclntire, work on snow plow 17 00
29 Maine Steel Inc., snow plow parts 61 30
29 Delma Mclntire, tractor parts 6 08
30 Henry F. Hayes, labor on tractor 3 00
Jan. 31 State Highway Garage, plow blades 4 25
31 G. S. Horner Estate, hardware 2 60
$1 200 54
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Town Construction Special
May 22 Delma Mclntire, road agent $800 10
June 5 "
" " " 626 24
15 New Hampshire State Highway Garage,
rental of road hone 41 60
July 1 Delma Mclntire, road agent 375 32
29 "
" " " 262 64
Aug. 12 water pump, blasting etc. 23 00
17 State of N. H., tar 1 977 55
26 Delma Mclntire, patching 71 51
Oct. 18 " " Union Wharf road gravel 80 38
Nov. 27 " " patching 36 00
27 " " special 41 68
Dec. 11 Treasurer State of N. H., 1,600 gal. tar 191 52
$4 527 54
Town Poor
Mar. 1 C. L. Ferguson, Feb. relief $41 07
6 Austin F. Fogg, "
"
10 00
6 Edwin V. Moody, "
"
9 00
6 Marion L. Horner, "
"
12 00
15 J. A. Sullivan, Jan. and Feb.
"
15 93
30 C. L. Ferguson, Mar. 52 44
Apr. 10 J. A. Sullivan, "
"
7 92
10 Marion L. Horner,
" "
12 00
15 E. V. Moody,
" "
10 00
28 C. L. Ferguson, Apr. 44 70
May 11 J. A. Sullivan, "
"
7 98
11 Carroll County Home, use of Hospital 33 00
11 G. S. Horner Estate, Apr. relief 12 00
11 Edwin V. Moody, " wood 4 50
11 Austin F. Fogg, Mar.
"
10 00
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May 31 C. L. Ferguson, May relief S50 19
June 15 J. A. Sullivan,
tt n
8 00
July 6 C. L. Ferguson, June
a
51 84
6 Austin F. Fogg, Apr. May June relief 30 00
Aug. 7 July relief 10 00
7 J. A. Sullivan,
" "
8 00
7 C. L. Ferguson,
a //
44 64
Sept. 4 ' Aug. w 50 64
20 Austin F. Fogg,
" a
10 00
20 J. A. Sullivan, June & Aug. a 15 92
28 C. L. Ferguson. Sept.
"
49 20
Oct. 28 Austin F. Fogg,
"
10 00
28 J. A. Sullivan,
a "
7 96
Nov. 14 C. L. Ferguson. Oct. 64 85
14 Edwin V. Moody. a 7 75
14 Austin F. Fogg,
w a
10 00
Dec. 4 J. A. Sullivan,
•
8 00
4 C. L. Ferguson, Nov. u 51 05
Jan. 3 J. A. Sullivan.
" "
8 00
3 Austin F. Fogg,
a "
10 00
3 C. L. Ferguson, Dec.
'
47 14
26 Austin F. Fogg, " & Jan. n 20 00
26 Edwin V. Moody. a " 7 00
27 J. A. Sullivan, Dec. & Jan. a 17 73
31 C. L. Ferguson, Jan. " 46 59
31 Edwin V. Moody, // a 9 00
S936 04
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Old Age Assistance
Feb. 20 State of N. H., $7 50
Mar. 17 " " " " case X177 7 50
Apr. 15 " " " " " X177 7 50
May 22 " " " " " X177 7 50
June 15 " " " " " X177 7 50
July 25 " " " " " X177 7 50
Aug. 17 " " " " " X177 7 50
Sept. 20 " " " " " X177 & X178 15 00
Oct. 28 * " " " " X177 & X178 15 00
Dec. 4 " " " " " X177 - X178 - X179 20 25
Jan. 3 " " " " " X177-X178-X179 14 50
Jan. 26 " " " " " X177 - X178 - X179 16 25
$133 50
Disccunts and Abatements
Mar. 21 Marion L. Horner, issuing auto permits $22 25
31 Irene B. Hardie, " " " 52 25
Jan. 31 Ausbrey N. Dow, 1939 abatements 224 00
31 * " " 1939 tax discounts 316 57
31 " " " 1937 abatements 11 70
31 " " " 1938 " 25 50
$652 27
Taxes Bought by Town
Jan. 31 Ausbrey N. Dow, Maurice Mack property $11 79
31 " " " Amelia Glidden " 11 79
$23 58
Patriotic Purposes
Jan. 26 Harry Harriman Post $25 00
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Public Service Enterprises
Jan. 26 Lakes Region Association $129 00
Interest on Long Term Loan
May 11 Wolfeboro National Bank, interest
on Fire Department note $45 00
Nov. 14 Wolfeboro National Bank, interest
on Fire Department note 45 00
$90 00
Temporary Loans and Interest
Sept. 4 Wolfeboro National Bank $804 00
6 Wolfeboro National Bank 2 018 67
Jan. 3 Wolfeboro National Bank 401 00
$3 223~67
State Aid Construction Yellow
Sept.21 Treas. State of N. H. y2 S. A. Y. $967 85
Jan. 3 Treas. State of N. H. 951 49
$1 919 34
To The County
Oct. 5 Carroll County Treas. $2 533 44
Dec. 11 Carroll County Treas. 5 000 00
Jan. 26 Carroll County Treas., interest on tax 15 07
$7 548 51
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To the School District
July 25 C. E. Bullock, treasurer $200 00
Sept. 7 " "
a a
3 000 00
Nov. 14 " "
a n
500 00



















Sept. 16 Brad Hunter, labor $42 94
16 Ralph Bean, 31 18
16 George Stillings, 23 47
16 Brad Hunter, 1 60
$99 19
Forest Fires
Jan. 26 Edwin B. Edgerly, forest fire expense $5 19
Health Department Including Hospitals
Jan. 26 Huggins Hospital $100 00
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Hurricane Emergency
Mar. 30 O. P. Berry Co., wood at The Basin
Apr. 10 Arthur Keenan, " " "
10 Delma Mclntire, road " "
cyn a I' a i' a a
Nov. 7 Carl Johnson, rental of railways









Dec. 4 State of N. H. Forestry Department
Fire Tools $21 57
Jan. 26 Roger Williams, express on Fire Tools 2 51
$24 08
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Maintenance
Roger Davis, trucking $467 75
Donald Davis, labor 12 70
Fred Fisher, 99 90
Willis Davis, 7 60
John Piper, 2 00
Roscoe Adjutant, trucking 391 50




Forrest Hodgdon, trucking 270 50




Delma Mclntire, trucking 561 71
Kenneth Haley, labor 87 18
Carlton Smith, 15 20
Roland Dow, 13 00
Charles Copp, 6 50
Frank Day, 80 83
Gordon Cheney, 34 50
Harry L. Davis, 3 00
David Bennett, 24 67
Eula Durland, gravel 42 50
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Wendall Emery, a 6 00
Harold Sargent, sand 11 30
Roy Manley, labor 4 00
$3 808 58
Bushes
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Levi Avers, labor $ 83
Forrest Hodgdon, labor and gas 40 55























R. I. Hogan, blacksmith 20 78
J. A. Sullivan, 2 bbls . tar 12 00
George Wakefield, tires 3 00
L. 0. Moulton, dynamite and caps 15 50
$354 87
Snowfence
Roscoe Adjutant, trucking $14 00
Carl Piper, labor 4 67
Norman Piper, // 3 00
Forrest Hodgdon, trucking 29 50
Roy Ham, labor 4 50
Leland Emery, a 3 00
Maurice Welch, n 3 00
Henry Hayes, trucking 4 00
Marshall Arsneault, labor 3 00
Harry L. Davis, // 3 00
Fred Fisher, » 3 00
Raymond Adjutant, a
1 67
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Roger Davis, trucking 27 00








































Lucy Neal, gravel 46 00
Roscoe Stillings, labor 30 50































E. B. Edgerly, sand
Harold Sargent, sand and labor
Ernest Hunter, trucking
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Chester Gilman, trucking 18 00
John Piper, labor 6 00
Harry A. Davis, a 6 00








Henry Tupeck, n 8 17
Gerald Lord, shovel 16 00
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Auditors' Certificate
February 12th 1940
We certify that we have examined the foregoing


























RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Abbott, Florence Poll
Abbott, Wilbur Poll
3a John Q. Haley $600 00
1 Other neat stock 30 $630 00 $15 75
Adjutant, Eliza, Estate
30a Alonzo Piper 100 100 2 50
Adjutant, Blanche Poll
Adjutant, Roscoe Poll
la Home place, James Neal 950
la Berry lot 25
30a Bickford lot 200
1 Horse 100
2 Cows 70 1 345 33 62
Adjutant, W. W.
30a John Swett 600 600 15 00
Allen, Blanche Poll
Allen, Edward M. Poll
Allen, George W.
12a 300
12a Hall field 50
1 Cow 40 390 9 75
Allen, Oliver Poll
75a Woodbury Libby 850
80a Leavitt lot 300
1 Horse 75
3 Cows 120 1 345 33 62
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Ayers, Herbert Poll
75a Home place $850 00
1 Horse 30 $880 00 $22 00
Ayers, Ina M. Poll
Ayers, John Poll
55a Pasture 200




1 Cow 35 85 2 13
Banfill, Ernest Poll
Banfill, Florence Poll
Banfill, Fred, Soldier, exempt
Whitehouse place 200
2 Cows 80




la Camp and lot 1 000 1 000 25 CO
Baxter, George Poll
2 Horses 175 175 4 37
Baxter, Priscilla Poll
90a Addie West 1 400 1 400 35 00
Bean, Arthur M. Poll
32a Loring Edgerly-
Echo Farm 2 500
195a G. T. Dudley 1 200
1 Horse 50
2 Cows 60 3 810 95 25
Bean, Milton L. H. Poll
Building 100 100 2 50
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Bean, Cora, Estate
70a Stone house $1 200 00 $1 200 00 $30 00
Bean, John W. Poll
46a Streeter lot 300
50a Kenison lot 400
10a Wood lot 50 750 18 75
Bean, Lura P. Poll
Bean, Ralph L. Poll
85a Home place-
Israel Blaisdell 1 400
1 Horse 50
2 Cows 60 1 510 37 75
Bean, Mark O., Estate
Horner lot 50 50 1 25
Bean, Mary F.
la Hannah Edgerly 400
5a John Edgerly 75
2a John Edgerly 25 500 12 50
Bean, Ula
20a Peavey lot 100 100 2 50
Bennett, Charles H.
15a Davis lot 100 100 2 50
Bennett, James Poll
Bennett, John E. Poll
113a Mason Libby 5 700
95a Haley pasture 300
1 Horse 45
9 Cows 265 6 310 157 75
Bennett, John Poll
Bennett, Ethel M. Poll
Bennett, Douglas Poll
2a Andrew Thomas 500 500 12 50
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Bennett, Marjorie Poll
Bennett, Maurice P. Poll
100a Emiline Piper $1 700 00
2 Cows 110 $1 810 00 $45 25
Bennett, Frank S. Poll
2a Dr. Hayley 500
2 Cows 70 570 14 25
Bennett, Eleanor Poll
Bennett, Ralph V., Soldier
8a Meadow 100
50a y2 Gilman lot 200
3 Cows 100
400 Fowl 250 650 16 25
Bennett, Lizzie Poll
Bennett, O. V.
95a John E. Bennett 2 050
50a y2 Gilman lot 200
2 Horses 175
3 Cows 100 2 525 63 12
Bisbee, Addie Poll
40a Pasture 150 150 3 75
Bisbee, Archer C. Poll
la Home place 400 400 10 CO
Bisbee, Arthur H. Poll
%a Minnie White 450
lVfea E. E. Ingalls 50
30a Pine lot 100
1 Cow 30 630 15 75
Bisbee, Maude Poll
Bixby, H. Oliver, Estate
5a Camp and lot 3 500 3 500 87 50
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Blaisdell, Thomas H.
120a Farm $1 100 00
15a Meadow 50
40a Thomas French 1 400
la Louis Dearborn place 300
2 Horses 100
5 Cows 185
3 Other neat stock 60 $3 195 00 $79 88
Blaisdell, Una Poll
Blake, Mary J. Poll
3a Everett Fall 1 500
1 Cow 35 1 535 38 38
Blake, Joseph C.
3a George Morrison 2 200
12a C. D. Home 50 2 250 56 25
Blount, Irene G. Poll
la Camp and lot 3 000 3 000 75 00
Blount, John G.
11a Camp and lot 3 200
1 Boat 200 3 400 85 00
Boardman, Forest Poll
Boydon, Harriet L. Poll
2a Glidden 1 500 1 500 37 50
Bray, Hannah Poll
Bray, Thomas Poll
3a Camp and lot-
Jane Wiggin 2 500 2 500 62 50
Brown, Charles H.
220a Beech River Farm 1 700
1 Horse 100
4 Cows 165 1 965 49 12
Brown, Kate Poll
175 Fowl 81 81 2 03
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Bullock, Charles E., Soldier
No exemption
47a Horace Mclntire $3 000 $3 000 00 $75 00
Bullock, Phylis Poll
Burrows, Will Poll
la Camp 50 50 1 25
Burwell, Elliot Poll
Burwell, Mary E. Poll
Bushnell, George Poll
2V2a Rollin Jones Jr. 29 000
3 Boats 3 000 32 000 800 00
Bushnell, Laura Poll
Carlson, Melvin, Soldier
Caverly, Edith S. Poll
Caverly, Mary
2a Home place 1 200 1 200 30 00
Caverly, Walter H.
28a Meadow 100 100 2 50
Cellarius, Edna Poll
la Mark Piper 1 200
18a V3 Hersey farm 1 100
3a 1/3 Meadow 50 2 350 58 75
Cellarius, Kenneth Poll
Cellarius, T. W. Poll
Chandler, Florence Poll
Chandler, Henry P. Poll
130a Caverly farm 3 500 3 500 87 50
Cheney, George M., Estate
50a J. B. Whitten 2 200 2 200 55 00
Cheney, Ella F. Poll




RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Cheney, Lillian Poll
Cheney, Gordon Poll
3a Augustus Bean $250 00 $250 00 $6 25
Cheney, Violet Poll
Cheney, Wyatt D. Poll
25a Freeman Gove 350
2 Horses 400




40a Capt. Wiggin 1 500
1 Horse 35
2 Cows 80 1 615 40 38
Colby, Howard Poll
House lot - Brewster place 250 250 6 25
Colby, Thelma Poll
Connors, John W. Poll
Connors, Nathalie Poll
Copp, Charles F. Poll
155a George Copp 3 500 3 500 87 50
Copp, Louisa F. W. Poll
Craige, Gardner S. and Poll
Edith M. Poll
85a A. L. Brewster 2 800
Horner Mill site 50
36a Haley place 500
3a Mary Bean 50
16a Haley Point 7 500
2a Leon Shepard 200 11 100 277 50
Crook, Charles Poll
%a John Stackpole 900 900 22 50
Crook, Edna Poll
8 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Davis, Albert E., Soldier exempt
3a Hamm field $150 00
115a Wallace place 800 S950 00
Davis, Eda W. Poll
Davis, Arthur B. Poll
Davis, Charles W., Estate
3a Richard Caverly 2 800 2 800
Davis, Harry A. Poll
46a Home place 1 000 1 000
Davis, Beatrice Poll
Davis, Harry L. Poll
6a Gordon Ladd 700
1 Cow 35 735
Davis, Flora Poll
Davis, Roger Poll
House and let 600








la Buildings and lot 250
3 Cows 110
1 Other neat stock 20
250 Fowl 137 517
Dore, Mildred Poll









RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Dow, Bessie Poll




72a Home place 2 050
60a Pasture 250 2 300 57 50
Dow, Ausbrey N. . Poll
8a Ray Hodgdon-
J. Q. Haley 100






30a Jonathan Hodgdon 200
Mark Piper let 100 10 300 257 50
Drucker, June E. Poll
Drucker, Lela M. Poll
Gray Birches 1 000 1 000 25 00
Drucker, Ralph Poll
Eaton, Agnes A. Poll
142a Jonathan Morrison 5 000 5 000 125 00
Edgerly, Curtis P. Poll
Edgerly, Emily L. Poll
Edgerly, Edwin B. Poll
128a Edgerly Farm 4 500
la Broadview 2 300
19a Frank Piper 1 000
10a Clarence Staples 100
5 Cows 205
98 Fowl 21 8 126 203 15
10 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Edgerly, John A., Estate
la Home place $2 500 00
23a Piper pasture 500
25a Frank Piper 200
50a J. H. Young 650
120a Lamprey Hill 1 000
14a Meadow 50
35a D. D. Wingate 250
50a Abel Haley 100 $5 250 00 $131 25
Edgerly, John I. Poll
Edgerly, Alice Poll
Edwards, John T. Poll
Edwards, Mary Poll
25a V2 L. C. Canney 500 500 12 50
Eldridge, Carlton Poll
la Camp 75 75 1 87
Eldridge, Esther Poll
Elliot, Ruth 1 Poll
Emery, Wendall Poll
160a Lucy Libby-
( Charles Emery ) 2 300
1 Horse 75
2 Cows 70 2 445 61 13
Estabrook, George, Soldier, exempt
Bean place 400
30a Lillian Bean 175 575
Evans, Evelyn Poll
2a Home place 500
1 Cow 30 530 13 25
Evans, Frank Poll
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Farrington, Mrs. W. M.
2a John Stackpole $1 600 00 $1 600 00 $40 00
Ferguson, Benjamin, Soldier
Over exemption





%a Fernald House 3 000 3 000
Fernald, Emily Poll
C. I. Campbell camp 3 000 3 000
Fernald, Walter E. Poll
9a Wawbeek 8 000
Hoagland Camp 4 500
Boats 150 12 650
Forsythe, Frank Poll
50a Robert McKean - .
Isaac Bickford 600 600
Forsythe, Nettie B. Poll
Foster, Mary Poll
Gilman, C. H. Poll
Gilman, Edith Poll
60a Calvin Fernald 1 500
4 Cows 160 1 660
Gilman, Louise B. Poll
Gordon, Estella D.
%a Dr. Tucker 1 200
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Gouin, Thornton Poll
2a Robert McKean-
Hayes Copp $500 00
1 Cow 45
1 Other neat stock 15 $560 00 $14 00
Hamm, Addie, Estate
72a Home place 2 500
10a Pine lot 80
4a Burbank field 25 2 605 65 12
Hamm, Florence Poll
Hamm, Leroy E. Poll
24a E. E. Ingalls 400




40a Isaiah Bean 800 800 20 00
Haley, Dora Poll
Haley, Delbert Poll




House -Pine Ridge 150 150 3 75
Haley, Lawrence Poll
Haley, Frances T. Poll
Hansen, Harold E. and Poll
Irene A. Poll
Store and buildings 2 300
3a Andrew Hersey 100
Value of Stock in Trade 2 200 4 600 115 00
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT 13
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Hardie, John W. and Poll
Irene B. Poll
37a Joseph Blake $2 300 00
1 Cow 45 $2 345 00 $58 62
Hardie, John W. Jr. Poll
Hardon, Corrine T. Poll
14a Baxter place 2 500 2 500 62 50
Haven, Sarah K. Poll
Camp and lot 2 500 2 500 62 50
Hayes, Carl, Soldier
Over exemption
Fox Tea Room -Howard Bean 200 200 5 00
Hayes, Flo Poll
Hayes, Henry F., Soldier
Over exemption
6a Charles Meader 500
2 Cows 70 570 14 25
Hayes, Mabel P. Poll
Heinlein, Edward E. Poll
Vka Levi Ayers 100
2a Dana Eldredge 1 300
1 Boat 350 1 750 43 75
Heinlein, Russell Poll
Helping Hand Society
Community Building 1 000 1 000 25 00
Hersey, Abbie E.
la Hubbard camp 1 500
30a Blaisdell lot 1 100
1 Camp and lot 800
Camp and lot 1 000 4 400 110 00
14 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Hersey, Charles E.
75a Farm $2 800 00
150a Piper lot 800
20a Haley lot 150
Shop 200
20a Meadow 100
la Ann Haley 10
74a John Haley 800
la New House 1 500
50a Pasture 700
4 Cows 145
2 Other neat stock 55 $7 260.00 $181 50
Hersey, D. J., Estate
28a 8/i5 Hersey farm 1 760
%s Meadow 80 1 840 46 00
Hersey, Edwin C. Poll
75a James Bennett 1 200
50a Copp lot 800
1 Horse 50
5 Cows 150 2 200 55 00
Hersey, Hattie B. Poll
Hersey, John Poll
1 Cow 30 30 75
Hersey, Margaret Poll
Hersey, Otis A. Poll
124a John L. Hersey 1 600
95a Pasture 1 600
Log Cabin and camps 1 200
2 Oxen 125
1 Cow 25 4 550 113 75
Hersey, Everett U., Estate
97a Jonathan Hersey 3 200
40a Severance lot 300 3 500 87 50
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Hersey, Mary, heirs
50a Peter B. Hersey $500 00 $500 00 $12 50
Heslor, Helen Poll
Heslor, Harry J. Poll
3a Luddy camp 7 000
1 Boat 350 7 350 183 75
Hilliard, L. Everett, Admin. Poll
la Frank Hilliard 5 000 5 000 125 00
Hilliard, Margaret Poll
Hilliard, L. Everett Jr. Poll
Hiushuk, Jack Poll
15a Abbie Hersey 600 600 15 00
Hiushuk, Leora Poll
Hochwald, Rev. Earle C. Poll
Hodgdon, Charles H. Poll
4a Home place-
Stewart place 2 200
32a Remnant 300
3a Levi Ladd 100 2 600 65 00
Hodgdon, Lizzie Poll
Hodgdon, Frances Poll
Hodgdon, Forest W. Poll
30a Brad Burleigh 660
50a R. C. Glidden 300
6 Cows 240
4 Other neat stock 300 1 500 37 50
Hodgdon, Herbert F., Estate
85a Farm 1 400
6a Palmer field 200
6a Whitehouse field 100
130a Lyford lot 660
175a Pond lot 500
15a Wood lot 50 2 910 72 75
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Hodgdon, F. Herman Poll
90a Daniel Wiggin $2 500 00






175 Fowl 81 781 19 53
Hooghkirk, Lillian Poll
Hooper, Harry, Soldier
Horner, George S., Estate
Sullivan House 2 000
i/ia Stewart lot 50
%a Store
-
Rubin Stcckbridge 2 000
Island and garage 200
84a Dame lot 500
Value of Stock in Trade 2 500 7 250 181 25
Horner, Marion L. Poll
Howe, Carlton Poll
50a Elm House 1 200
2 Cows 80
90 Fowl 17 1 297 32 43
Howe, Ina M. Poll
Howe, Emma Poll
5a John Hooper 2 200
Garage 1 500 3 700 92 50
Howe, Elsie M. Poll
Howe, Robert D. Poll
lV^a Shop -lot -house 2 500
David Howe 600 3 100 77 50
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Hoyt, Charles S.
5a Jepthah Bean $200 00 $200
Hoyt, Frank E.
3a Albert Edgerly 700
1 Horse 50
3 Cows 130 880
Hull, Clara
3a Samuel Piper 1 200 1 200
Hull, Fred Poll
Hunt, Philip Poll
7a Camp and lot 350 350
Hunter, Cora A.
130a George Fields 1 800
50a George Ladd 300 2 100
Hunter, Ernest M. Poll
50a Bald Peak Farm
Bradbury Hodgdon 3 200
50a W. W. Treat 800
17a Augustus Bean 100




1 Other neat stock 25 5 335
Hunter, Margaret E. Poll
Jerome, Frank Poll
Johnson, Carl, Soldier
Johnson, Louise B. Poll
Over exemption
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Johnson, Edwin Poll
50a Farm $2 000 00
1 Cow 30 $2 030 00 $50 75
Johnson, Grace Poll
Johnson, C. Wesley Poll
3a Hunt field 300
I Horse 35
II Cows 400 735 18 37
Johnson, Bertha Poll
70a Wesley Canney 1 500
5a Charles Bennett 300
4a Edith Craig 100
5a Straw lot 150 2 050 51 25
Kane, Angie Poll
Kane, Edward Poll
2a Bungalow 500 500 12 50
Keenan, Arthur Poll
16a Jane Wiggin 1 600
1 Cow 40 1 640 41 00
Keenan, Frances Poll
Kennington, Edith B. Poll
la Mazuz field 1 000 1 000 25 00
Kennington, Gordon B. Poll
Kidd, Peter, Soldier
Small camp 150 150 3 75
Kling, Amy Poll
3a Silas Bean 3 500
2a Lakey lot -camp 4 500 8 000 200 00
Krey, Arthur W. Poll
Krey, Minnie Poll
44a John R. Wendall 7 000 7 000 175 00
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Krey, Roger A. Poll
Kurth, J. Edward, Soldier
197a Henry Burleigh $2 500 00 $2 500
Ladd, Levi W., Estate
37a Joshua Tate 1 800 1 800
Lamprey, Carroll, Soldier
230a Farm 2 400
143a Part of Bear Island 2 000
80a Mountain lot 100
37a Low lot 1 000
4 Horses 350 5 850
Lamprey, Kathie Poll
Lamprey, Frances 0. Poll
Lamprey, Theodore Poll
%a Camp and lot 50
l^a Wilbur Lamprey 550 600
Leary, John N.
3a Daniel Leary -
Home place 250
29a Remnant 125
la Wingate lot 25 400
LeBlanc, Joseph Poll
2 Cows 75 75
Lord, Mary C. Poll
Lord, Lizzie B. Poll
50a John D. Morrison 1 500 1 500
Lord, Milton Poll
Lugg, Eva R. Poll
Over exemption
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 193Si
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Mack, Maurice Poll




C. E. Hersey camp 1 200
5a George Hersey 800
50a Charles Piper 200
1 Cow 40 2 240 56 00
McDuffee, Gerald Poll
McDuffee, Irving Poll
140a Farm 1 000
35a McDuffee place 100
2 Oxen 175
2 Cows 70 1 345 33 63
McDuffee, Martha Poll
McGee, Amy Poll
la Vona Knolls 2 000 2 000 50 00
McGee, Robert Poll
Mclntire, Delma Poll
14a Dearborn Hodgdon 1 500
1 Cow 30 1 530 38 25
Mclntire, Eunice Poll
Mclntire, Lewis
la Home place 1 500
125a J. M. Haley 400
50a Canney lot 100
Store 300
1 Cow 45 2 345 58 63
Mclntire, Sadie B. Poll
Mclntire, Luella Poll
la Selden Mclntire - camp 100 100 2 50
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Mclntire, Selden
170a Farm $2 000 00
20a Neal lot 200
35a Canney lot 100
64a Ha nm lot , 200
95a Wingate lot 600
30a Young lot 200
20a McKean place 200
2 Horses 100
5 Cows 172
3 Other neat stock 85 $3 857 00 $96 43
Melvin Men's Club
Hall 1 200 1 200 30 00
Merrifield, Nellie M. Poll
83a Washington Thompson 1 200
2 Cows 80 1 280 32 00
Merritt, Rose E. C, Estate
3a Home place Nancy Foss 500 500 12 50
Miller, Ellis Poll
Miller, Glenna Poll
10a Holmes farm 3 000 3 000 75 00





Morrill, Ethel and Poll
Gene Poll
Camp and lot 49 Bear Isl. 1 800 1 800 45 00
Morris, Alfred G. Poll
22 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Morris, Hattie
la Home place $400 00 $400 00 $10 00
Morris, R. Graydon Poll
Morris, Dorothy Poll
Moulton, Fred




28a Drew lot 250
10a Pine lot 300
15a A. W. Wiggin 160
7a Clark lot 50
30a Peavey lot ioo 8C0 21 50
Paige, Eva H. Poll
Paige, Robert Poll
la Home place 1 000 1 000 25 00
Parsons, Annie Poll
Camp - Bear Island 1 200 1 200 30 00
Parsons, Charles Poll
Perkins, Bert A. Poll
Perkins, Mildred Poll
Pinkham, C. W„ Estate
100a Haley lot 650
5a Meadow 50
15a George Berry 200
62V2a y2 Mt. Pleasant 300 1 200 30 00
Pinkham, Hattie, Estate
la Frank Hersey 800
3a Whortleberry Island 300 1 100 27 50
Piper, Charles, heirs
la Louis Geto 25 25 63
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Piper, Emma E. Poll
Piper, Carl Poll
Piper, Carrie S.
110a Charles Low $1 800 00
4 Oxen 360
1 Cow 45 $2 205 00 $55 12
Piper, Ernest B. Poll
5a House and store 2 000
3a Jane Wiggin 300
Stock in trade 800 3 100 77 50
Piper, Fred L.
la Thatcher Piper 1 800 1 800 45 00
Piper, John F. Poll
3a Home place -
Everett Piper 500
25a J. M. Haley 300
3 Cows 110 910 22 75
Piper, Nellie Poll
Piper, Preston Poll
Piper, Ralph G. Poll
Poore, Edwin S.
y2a 2 Camps and lot 1 200 1 200 30 00
Pope, Samuel D., Soldier
Pope, Grace, no exemption Poll
y2a Daniel Fernald 4 000
Shop lot 100 4 100 102 50
Porter, Louis, Soldier
Raymond, Henry T. Poll
1 Cow 60
400 Fowl 250 310 7 75
Raymond, Marion J. Poll
50a Charles Pinkham 1 000 1 000 25 00
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Reed, Frank Poll
la A. K. Roberts $75 00
1 Cow 35 $110 00 $2 75
Reed, Mildred Poll
Richardson, Anna
7a Home place 4 500
25a Canney place 300
150a Jones lot 800 5 600 140 00
Richardson, F. A., Jr. Poll
Camp and lot - C. 0. Dore
Tower 1 000 1 000 25 CO
Ridlon, Arthur L. Poll
Ridlon, Lena Poll
25a A. E. Shannon 1 000 1 000 25 00
Roberts, George Poll
40a A. K. Roberts 300 300 7 50
Ridlon and Tucker
Garage 150 150 3 75
Robie, George Poll
Rockwell, George H. Poll
2a Dr. Bradford Camp 700 700 17 50
Roghaar, Edward N. Poll
Roghaar, Ida M. Poll
Rudolph, Roy Poll
iy2a Fred Moulton 25
1 Cow 25 50 1 25
Rudolph, Julia Poll
Sargent, Etta Poll
Sargent, J. Fred Poll
Home place 1 400 ;L 400 35 00
Sargent, Doris Poll
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Sargent, Harold C. Poll
22a Part of Brad Burleigh $75 00
30a Richardson lot 150
200a Moses Thompson 1 000
30a Ernest Deland 200
30a Thompson lot 200
1 Horse 50
5 Cows 230 $1 905 00 $47 63
Sawyer, Martha H. Poll
Sawyer, William Poll
2 Horses 40 40 1 00
Schofield, Alice Poll
Schofield, Lee Poll
Harry White camp 1 800 1 800 45 00
Shannon, Edwin Poll
60a James Ayers 500
2 Horses 150
1 Other neat stock 25 675 16 87
Shannon, Marion Poll
Senior, Helen G. Poll
Senior, Walter Poll
la 2 Camps 2 700
Andrew Sullivan
( Williams ) 800 3 500 87 50
Shepherd, Bertha Poll
Lot 56 - Bear Island 100 100 2 50
Shepherd, Leon Poll
la Home place-
Charles Shepherd 2 200
la 2 Camps 1 200
Pillsbury lot 850 4 250 106 25
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Shohl, Florence C. Poll
Shohl, A. T., Soldier
la Clarence Stidham $1 500 00
1 Boat 200 $1 700 00 $42 50
Skinner, Cora Poll
Skinner, Walter Poll
25a Wendall place 1 200 1 200 30 00










75a Guppy lot 100
50 Cords of wood 200 SCO 7 50
Staples, Edward A. Poll
Bulfinch camp 2 500 2 500 62 50





20a Home place 400 400 10 00
Stillings, Louise Poll
la Bertha Sawyer 50 50 1 25
Stillings, George Poll
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Stillings, Roscoe Poll
1 Cow $30 00 $30 00 $ 75
Stillings, Rufus Poll
Straw, Carroll Poll
3Via Bowman field 300 300 7 50
Straw, Charlotte Poll
Straw, George D. Poll
y2 a A. H. Atherton 500
50a John Stevens 300
65a Fry lot 250
35a Stevens lot 200
30a Fernald 250
6a Dame field 50 1 550 38 75
Straw, Hattie Poll
1 Cow 40
1 Other neat stock 30 70 1 75
Straw, Barbara Poll
Straw, Robert Poll
44a Leander Wiggin 1 800
3a Arthur Wiggin 300
24a Charles Young 300
la Lucas Field 50 2 450 61 25
Sullivan, John A. Poll
Store and house 4 000
Stock in trade 6 000 10 000 250 00
Sullivan, Mary E. Poll
Sullivan, Mary, Miss A. T. Poll
Sullivan, Mae Poll
Swett, A. W., Estate
10a Wood lot 300
%a Camp 900 1 200 30 00
28 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND 'fAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION Polls TOTAL TAX
Swett, Dana Poll
Thomas, Chester Poll
7a Annie Ladd $1 700 00 $1 700 00 $42 50
Thomas, Effie Poll
Thomas, W. W.
120a Farm 2 000
80a Pasture 1 000
25a Henry Hayes 500
3 Cows 115 3 615 90 38
Thompson, Albert, heirs
6a Will Swett 200 200 5 CO
Thompson, Carrie
160a Richard Thompson 1 000
110a Home lot 700 1 700 42 50
Thompson, John, Estate
47a Wood lot 400
la Baldwin place 200
Camp and Island 500
Garage and Heslor lot 100 1 200 30 00
Thompson, Margaret Poll
Thompson, Lester Poll
2 Other neat stock 70 70 1 75
Thompson, Laura Poll
Thompson, Simon B., heirs
155a Farm 900 900 22 50
Thompson, Alice Poll
Thompson, Simon T. Poll
1 Horse 50 50 1 25
Thompson, Roy E., heirs
7a Horner lot and camp 400 400 10 00
Tucker, Carroll Poll
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RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939

















Vfea Lot at Lake road
Ward, Francis S.













$500 00 $500 00 $12 50
1 000 1 000 25 00
Poll
200








100 800 20 00
Poll
800
25 825 20 62
Poll
Poll
1 000 1 000 25 00
Poll
700
200 900 22 50
Poll
900 900 22 50
30 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION PolLs TOTAL TAX
Watson, N. R., heirs
la Camp $250 00 $250 00 $6 25
Welch, George
la Ben Stokes 1 200
40 D. D. Wingate 150
50a Hersey lot 650 2 000 50 00
Welch, Jennie Poll
2a Store 800
la Addie Hamm 40
Value of stock in trade 300 1 140 28 50
Welch, Orren




1 Cow 45 120 3 00
Wentworth, Frank, heirs
30a Peavey place 300 300 7 50
Whedon, Annie Poll
22a Ed. Hersey 500
2/io Hersey farm 440
2
/i5 Meadow 20
Vfea Alfred Ayers 700
20a Levi Ayers 130 1 790 44 75
Whitten, Carrie G. Poll
130a John Wiggin 300
15a Home place 600
2 Horses 130
6 Cows 215
80 Fowl 10 1 255 31 37
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Whitten, Joseph W. Poll
40a Elisha Woodworth $800 00
100a Hamilton Hersey 1 500
25a Everett Hersey 40
2 Horses 150
13 Cows 555




100a Shore Acres 6 000 6 000 150 00
Whitten, Theresa Poll
Whittier, Jane B. Poll
Camp and lot 950 950 23 75
Whittier, Randall A. Jr. Poll
Wiggin, Blanche Poll
Wiggin, Harold Poll






la Home place 3 000 3 000 75 00
Wilkins, Elizabeth C. Poll
3a Home Point 35 000 35 000 875 00
Williams, Berenice Poll
Williams, Roger Poll
77a J. M. Haley 1 700
1 Cow 40 1 740 43 50
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Williams, Kenneth Poll
Willand, W. P.
60a Hoyt place $1 000 00 $1 000 00 $25 00
Winnipesaukee Motor Craft
2a Land and Buildings 4 600
Stock in trade 200 4 800 120 00
Wistedt, Geo. Sven Rune Poll
40a Beech Pond -
Gustafson camp 600
4 Mink fur bearing animals 100 700 17 50
Wistedt, Lisa Cristine Poll
Woodmancy, Florence Poll
50a John R. Wendall 1 600 1 600 40 00
Woodmancy, H. A. Poll
2 Horses 200
4 Cows 190 390 9 75
Woodmancy, C. Wesley Poll
Woodmancy, H. E. Poll
Young, Royal P. Poll









NON-RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION TOTAL TAX
Abbott, Alexander
1 Boat $300 00 $300 00 $7 50
Abbott, Charles W.
3/4a Fred Wiggin 1 000 1 000 25 00
Abbott, William
6a Gertrude Grant 150 150 3 75
Adams, Mildred F.
Lot 5 Bear Island 1 000 1 000 25 00
Adams, Henry J.
Abbie Hersey camp 800 800 20 00
Adams, Dr. Warren
7a Clement Gendro 2 500 2 500 62 50
Allen, Howard
Camp and lot
E. B. Edgerly lot 1 000 1 000 25 00
Allen, Leroy
30a Henry Felker 700 700 17 50
Allstrom, Anna
Camp - Beech Pond 400 400 10 00
Allstrom, Emma C.
Camp - Beech Pond 400 400 10 00
American Security and Trust Co.
1 Boat, Corby 3 500 3 500 87 50
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$1 300 00 $32 50




2%a Van Horsen camp $1 200
Rite of way to lake 100
Anderson, Herbert




3a E. B. Edgerly 800
Bald Peak Colony Club
650a Lots 68 - 69 - 70
72 - 73 - 74 - 75 4 200
25a Ruth Gordon 3 000
35a Frank Home 3 000
Vfea C. I. Campbell 500
2 Boats 1 700
Banfield, Alberta P.
Camp and lot 1 200
Banfield, Laura
4a Birch and Squirrel
Islands, Fay lot 2 000
70a George Morrison 2 000
Bassett, Charles S., heirs
136a Farm 1 000
Beckett, Wheeler
Camp - Ragged Island 500
Lilley camp Ragged Island 5 000
Bent, George W., Estate
85a Dodge pasture 500
Bernard, M. C, heirs
7a Camp and lot 3 000
12 400 310 00
1 200 30 00
4 000 100 00
1 000 25 00
5 500 137 50
500 12 50
3 000 75 00
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Betchley, E. Gertrude
Camp - Hersey pasture $1 800 00
1 Boat 250 $2 050 00 $51 25
Beveridge, Robert C.
John A. Edgerly camp 2 000 2 000 50 00
Bibeault, Philip
1 Boat 2 500 2 500 62 50
Bidgood, Charles Y.
1 Boat 400 400 10 00
Bisbee, Chester 0.
10a George 0. Bean 50 50 1 25
Bisbee, Wilbur
la Ayers place 600 600 15 00
Black, Margaret E. and Henry
128a John Neal farm
( Wm. Copp ) 3 500 3 500 87 50
Blackstone, Capt. H. A.
320a Part of Cow Island 7 000 7 000 175 00
Blaisdell, Mark B.
3 Lots Lizzie Wiggin 1 000 1 000 25 00
Blount, John G. Jr.
Camp on Wawbeek Road 2 000 2 000 50 00
Boody, Forrest
4a Dr. Berry lot 5C0 500 12 50
Bookholtz, Ethel W.
50a Fanny Home 1 200 1 200 30 00
Borden, C. H.
Via Ray Wiggin 800 800 20 00
Borders, Harold H.
Camp Wigwam 700 700 17 50
Bosher, Hannah and William
170a C. A. Batchelder 4 500 4 500 112 50
Boston Girl Scouts
2 Boats 450 450 11 25
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Boston, Y. M. C. A.
66a Sandy Island $7 000
110a Frank Blake
( Charles Mclntire ) 12 000
1 Boat 500
Bowker, H. D.
la Camp - boathouse 3 000
1 Boat 950
Braunies, Fred C.
3a Fred Wiggin 250
Brigden, George I.
la Sarah White 1 800
1 Boat 700
Briggs, George S.
7a M. E. Atkins 3 500
1 Boat 500
Briggs, M. L.
21a Camp and lot -
Beech Pond 800
Brim, Arville
3a E. R. Whitten 4 000
Britton, Wm. J.
30a Fay lot 50
Brock, Elbert H.
103a Baldwin place 5 300
300a Henry L. McDuffee 500
Brophy, William
1 Boat 1 200
Brower, R. C.
4a Camp - Wawbeek Road 1 700
Brown, Bernard
Lot on Beech Pond 100
$19 500.00 $487.50
3 950 98 75
250 6 25
2 500 62 50
4 000 100 00
800 20 00
4 000 100 00
50 1 25
5 800 145 00
1 200 30 00
1 700 42 50
100 2 50
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Brown, Harold
%a Lot on Beech Pond $150 00 $150 00 $3 75
Brown, Walter A.
2 Lots 54 - 55 Bear Island 1 300 1 300 32 50
Burger, Arthur T.
48a Darius Beacham 250 250 6 25
Burleigh, H. S., Estate
16a Meadow 100 100 2 50
Burleigh, Harry T.
12a Narrows 700 700 17 50
Burnett, Howard W. Jr.
Hersey pasture -
Camp and lot 1 300 1 300 32 50
Bushnell, William N.
5a Rollins Jones Sr. 16 500
2 Boats 3 000 19 500 487 50
Butler, Ethel M.






4%a John W. Haley 150 750 18 75
Cain, Joseph J.
i/2a Fred Wiggin 300 300 7 50
Cameron, F. M.
Camp and lot - Fred Wiggin
( Raymond Fancy ) 600 600 15 00
Camp Belknap




Camp - Charles Young
( Heinlein ) 1 000
1 Boat 300 1 300 32 50
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Carlton, Earl
Camp - C. 0. Dore $600 00 $600 00 $15 00
Carlton, Walter E.
la Camp -Beech Pond 500 500 12 50
Carpentier, Frank
4a J. M. Welch 1 000 1 000 25 00
Carpenter, Ralph G.
55a Capitola Tyler 2 200 2 200 55 00
Case, Mrs. Mary Hadley
1 Boat 1 200 1 200 30 00
Caulfield, A. J.
6a Asa Fox 2 500 2 500 62 50
Chevalier, Sophia M.
la James Horner 1 500
100a J. Willand 1 350 2 850 71 25
Chisholm, Annabelle M.
y4 a F. E. Cummings 1 500 1 SCO 37 50
Chisholm, Maude E.
Camp Navajo 850 850 21 25
Clarke, Alexander R.
y4a Bean House 100 100 2 50
Clarke, Paul F.
y4a George Straw 2 0C0 2 000 50 00
Clow, Harold
1 Boat 150 150 3 75
Clow, Stephen, Estate
33a Bean lot 150 150 3 75
Cohen, Max
4a Jane Burleigh 1 200 1 200 30 00
Colby, Fred W.
100a Dame lot 400 400 10 00
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Collier, John
^a 2 Camps
(Wawbeek Road) $3 000 00 $3 000 00 $75 00
Collins, John M.
V23. Wescott camp 2 000
Jackson lot 200
5a J. M. Haley 300
1 Boat 300 2 800 70 00
Conant, Mary B., Estate
4a Camp and lot 6 000 6 000 150 00
Condit, Sears
4a Biaisdell place 3 000
20a Copp field 1 500 4 500 112 50
Conley, Aloysius P.
Vsa Fred Wiggin 300 300 7 50
Courtney, Eric
1 Boat 500 500 12 50
Cowan, Celeste F.
Camp and lot
Melvin Gardens 1 200 1 200 30 00
Craig, Robert B.
%a Camp - Beech Pond 400 400 10 00
Crane, Eleanor W.
Willand Island 300 300 7 50
Crane, Rev. H. H.
1 Boat 150 150 3 75
Crane, William N.
3a Horace Mclntire 1 800 1 800 45 00
Cummings, E. A.
Fred Wiggin 200 200 5 00
Dane, Ernest B.
Bennett Mill site 250 250 6 25
Davis, Bertha R.
x/4a Charles Young 700 700 17 50
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$8 600 00 $215.00
Davis, William






14a Clara Stidham 8 000
25a Manley Brett
(L. Wiggin) 500








150a Frank Doe farm 4 100




*/4a E. B. Edgerly 3 000
Doe and Stackpole
5a Lewis Geto 100
Dolloff, George S., Estate
Camp - Beech Pond 500
Dore, C. O., heirs
50a Augustus Wiggin 1 000
Dore, W. P.
Hanson Mill 500
10a Pine lot 100
40a Levi Brown 200
500 12 50
9 500 237 50
500 12 50
750 18 75
1 SCO 45 CO
6 585 164 63
3 0C0 75 CO
100 2 50
500 12 50
1 000 25 00
800 20 00
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Doremus, Nellie B.
2y2a Devon Island $800 00 $800 00 $20 00
Doremus, Widmer E.
10a Frank Piper 3 500 3 500 87 50
Dow, Harry E., exempt
Irving Haley 350
Dudley, Guilford T.
90a Everett Home 800 800 20 00
Dunn, Ethel
O. Richardson 500 500 12 50
Dunsford, Samuel
15a H. F. Hurlburt 19 000
Machinery 500
5 Boats 5 000 24 500 612 50
Durland, Eula L.
10a J. A. Edgerly 1 300 1 300 32 50
Eaton, Izora G.
Lot 59 - Bear Island 100 100 2 50
Eddy, Rhoden B.
Elijah Kenney (Stack) 2 600 2 600 65 00
Eldredge, Dana
30a A. W. Swett 300
i/
2a Home place 600 900 22 50
Emery, Howard
y2a House and lot 500
14a S. J. Thompson 200 700 17 50
Farena, Guiseppe
Barber shop lot 200 200 5 00
Farrall, A. W.
Camp and lot 1 400
1 Boat 350 1 750 43 75
Feise, Ernest and Dorothy
Echo Island 700 700 17 50
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Fenton, Helen M.
%a Camp - C. 0. Dore -
Charles Mallett $600 00 $600 00 $15 00
Fernald, H. E., heirs
Davis House 1 700 1 700 42 50
Fernald, Rosie
1 Cow 30 30 75
Fitchett, Seth
Camp and lot -
Little Bear Island 1 800 1 800 45 CO
Fleck, William C, Estate
la Dr. Libby lot 1 000 1 000 25 00
Flint, Harley A.
V^a Camp and lot 1 900 1 900 47 50
Ford, Lawrence A.
Part of Charles Bennett field 200 200 5 00
Foster, Ann D.
4a I. S. Wiggin, Ide Camp 2 SCO 2 500 62 50
French, George M., Ruth H.
and Helen B.
325a French lot 1 000 1 000 25 00
Fulton, Caroline, Estate
la V2 Camp and lot (Gucker) 1 000 1 oco 25 00
Furst, W. S., Estate
V^a Camp and lot 5C0
9a Everett Hersey 300 800 20 00
Fitzgerald, W. A.
10a Stevens place from
George Straw 500 500 12 50
Gardner, Nellie B. -
20a 200 200 5 00
Gardner, Rev. W. A. A.
la George Hodgdon 1 000 1 000 25 00
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Gatley, Russell E.













Camp - Ben. Ferguson
Golding, Philip S.
C. O. Dore lot
Goodell, George A.
V23. Camp and lot
Goodwin, J. Frank
15a Jane Wiggin
12a I. S. Wiggin
Goodrich, Arthur









Green, George W., Trustee
40a Whortleberry Island
$300 00 $300 00 $7 50
1 200 1 200 30 00
1 600 1 600 40 00
1 500 1 500 37 50
300 300 7 50
400 400 10 00
400 400 10 00
300 300 7 50
1 200 1 200 30 00
150
150 300 7 50
200 200 5 00
700 700 17 50
1 500 1 500 37 50
2 500 2 500 62 50
1 500 1 500 37 50
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Gucker, Louise 0.
V2 Fulton Camp and
boathouse $1 350 00
1 Boat 100 $1 450 00 $36 25
Gulf Oil Company of Pennsylvania
5 Pumps 275 275 6 88
Guppy, Elvin
3a George Dearborn 600 600 15 00
Gutekunst, F. P.
6a Wm. Bixby camp
(Wm. Randall) 1 300 1 300 32 50
Haley, Abel
20a Pasture 150 150 3 75
Hall, Albert B.
Wm. Bixby (Wm. Hall) 1 000 1 000 25 00
Hall, Marjorie L. and
Beatrice L. Brocks
Merrymount 1 000 1 000 25 00
Hanson, E. May
Part of Whortleberry Isl. 100 100 2 50
Harris, Leroy A.
Camp and lot - C. 0. Dore 400 400 10 00
Harvey, Frances
12a Camp and lot -
Loring place 3 500 3 500 87 50
Hayes, Ellen, Estate
3a W. W. Thomas 500 500 12 50
Hayes, Rosa P.
6a W. W. Thomas 3 200 3 200 80 00
Henry, H. E.
Melvin Gardens lots 9 - 10 900 900 22 50
Hersey, Stella R.
Camp and lot 1 000 1 000. 25 00
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Hersey, Virgil P., Estate
140a Andrew Hersey $1 000 00
Camp - Mirror Lake 300 $1 300 00 $32 50
Heslor, H. J. and Others
25a Camp and lot 700 700 17 50
Hilderbrandt, George B., Estate
2Vka Ben. Lucas 1 000 1 000 25 00
Hitchings, Eben E.
Camp - Hersey pasture 2 500 2 500 62 50
Hodgdon, Arthur
6a Fannie Kimball 300 300 7 50
Hodges, Miiton
Camp and lot - Beech Pond 800 800 20 00
Hodgkins, Woodbury D.
and Margaret W.
135a Nat. Neal 1 600 1 600 40 00
Hodsdon, George M. Jr.
Jonathan Wiggin 1 500 1 500 37 50
Hopewell, Henry C.
1 Boat 750 750 18 75
Home, Charles A.
31a Remick place 6 200
Rockaway camp 1 500 7 700 192 50
Home, Ralph
50a Part of Dame lot 500 500 12 50
Howard, Bertha M.
8a Will Haley place 3 500 3 500 87 50
Howard, G. K.
100a Mountain lot 500 500 12 50
Huber, Dr. William C.
Camp - Garage - Narrows 6 000 6 000 150 00
Hull, George I.
80a William Bixby 2 900 2 900 72 50
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Hull, Laura




30a Deep Cove lot 500
25a Chase lot 150
Humphrey, Mabel C.
45a Windeblo 4 000
Hunt, Theo
Fred Wiggin lot 200
Hunter, Mrs. A. A.
2a W. W. Thomas 3 000
Hunter, Hilda B.





Andrew Thomas 11 000
Small camp 1 500
Wood and lumber 5 360
Hurlburt, H. F. Jr.
Camp 2 800
Wood and lumber 300
6 Oxen 465
Idlewild, Camp
220a Part of Cow Island




24a J. M. Haley 350
Lot Bear Island 300
$1 500 00 $37 50
650 16 25
4 000 100 00
200 5 00
3 000 75 00
100 2 50
200 5 00
17 860 446 50
3 565 89 13
14 000 350 00
500 12 50
650 16 25
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Jenny Manufacturing Company
2 Electric pumps $170 00 $170 00 $4 25
Johnston, William J.
100a Number 9 700 700 17 50
Jones, H. E.
la Camp - Merrymount 2 500 2 500 62 50
Jones, Maud R.
y2a W. S. Furst 700 700 17 50
Jones, Harold
Camp and lot Fred Wiggin 1 000 1 000 25 00
Jordan, Bella
Peter Stackpole 2 100 2 100 52 50
Kells, J. C.
la Camp - Jane Wiggin 450 450 11 25
Kennington, H. C, Agent
Walker Hotel 2 000 2 000 50 00
Kramer, Rena
la Walter Grant 2 000 2 000 50 00
Ladd, Annie P., Estate
60a Pasture 400 400 10 00
Ladd, Everett
Camp and lot -
W. W. Thomas 700
1 Boat 100 800 20 00
Ladd, Mary H.
30a Harvey Ladd 1 100 1 100 27 50
Laing, Elizabeth
Mazuz field 500 500 12 50
Lawrence, Camp William
63a Copp Knoll 4 000 4 000 100 00
Leavitt, Rose I.
i/4a Will Haley camp 1 000 1 000 25 00
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LeBlanc, Joseph and Lucy Patch
97a Kate Thompson $1 000 00 $1 000 00 $25 00
LeFavre, William O.
50a Everett Home 6 200
la Beech Pond lot 100
67a Home lot (John Neal ) 300 6 600 165 00
Levesque, Louis E.
Fred Wiggin
Camp and lot 1 000 1 000 25 00
Levy, Rev. Maurice A.
y2a H. F. Hodgdon 550 550 13 75
Libby, H. F., Estate
10a Narrows 500
8a I. S. Wiggin 1 250
150a Banfield Piper 2 000
40a Virgil Hersey 500
Thomas Brennan camp 800 5 050 126 25
Libby, Norman
25a F. Libby 200 200 5 00
Lishon, L. J.
1 Boat 500 500 12 50
Litchfield, Joshua Q.
Camp - Wawbeek Road 1 900 1 900 47 50
Little, Clara B.
Lot 13 - Bear Island 400 400 10 00
Little, Laura B. and C. C.
la Lots 14 - 15 Bear Island 800 800 20 00
Loomis, Paul, Estate
Lot 43 - Bear Island
2 Camps 2 000 2 000 50 00
Lord, Frank S., Estate
33y3a y3 Mountain lot 56 300 300 7 50
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Lorimer, Rev. Allen I.
Lot 7- Merrymount
Loring, Madeline






la Camp and lot
Malcolm, Florence R.








8a J. M. Welch
25a Albert Swett
McGaw, John








60a L S. Wiggin
Milliner, Lillian, Estate
70a John Haley
$3 500 00 $3 500 00 $87 50
1 250 1 250 31 25
250 250 6 25
6 000 6 000 150 00
6 000 6 000 150 00
400 400 10 00
2 000
100 2 100 52 50
500 500 12 50
21 000
1 000
2 600 24 600 615 00
300 300 7 50
3 000 3 000 75 00
2 000 2 000 50 00
900 900 22 50
4 000 4 000 100 00
400 400 10 00
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Minot, Mary
25a V2 L. C. Canney S500 00 S500 00 S12 50
Mireault, Hector
Harris camp - C. 0. Dore 700 700 17 50
Moffitt, Laura R.
I. N. Jackson camp 1 500
1 Boat 550 2 050 51 25
Montgomery, W. B.
la Camp - Narrows 5 000 5 000 125 00
Moore. Alta
Humphrey camp 1 200 1 200 30 00
Morrison, A. H.
la E. R. Whitten 3 000
la E. R. Whitten
(Towne) 1 000
1 Boat 400 4 400 110 00
Morrison, George W.
2a Melvin Island . 100 100 2 50
Morse, George D. Jr.
la E. B. Edgerly 1 500 1 500 37 50
Maren a. Hannah
C. E. Hersey camp 1 200
5a George Hersey 8C0
50a Charles Piper 200 2 200 55 00
Morse, Ruth
4a E. B. Edgerly 1 000 1 COO 25 00
Mursch. Thomas
35a John Waldrcn 400 400 10 00
National City Bank of Lynn
18a Grovers Island 4 500 4 500 112 50
Neal, Isaac N., heirs
120a Farm 2 750
44a Meadow 100
135a Marden lot -
Mallard lot - Drew lot 1 000 3 850 96 25
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Neal, John, heirs
12a Meadow $100 00 $100 00 $2 50
Nelson, Alfred S.
Camp - Beech Pond 500 500 12 50
Nelson, Warren
40a Asa Beacham 500 500 12 50
Newman, Jennie
3a Lizzie Lord 700 700 17 50
Ossipee Valley Land Corp.
700a Lots 35 - 36 - 37 - 39
52-53-54-55-57-58-59
60-61-62-63-64-65 2 200
35a Anna Neal 75
40a Edwin McDuffee 100
30a % Jane Moody 600
15a Ernest Deland 75
60a Andrew Roberts 300 3 350 83 75
Paige, Sydney
la I. S. Wiggin 1 200 1 200 30 00
Parker, Hattie E.
75a Sandy Knoll 1 600 1 600 40 00
Parker - Young Company
Stumpage bought from
Ossipee Valley Land Corp. 300 300 7 50
Peavey, Willard
25a E. Peavey 350 350 8 75
Pendill, C. G.
1 Boat 600 600 15 00
Piggott, Thomas
Charles Young 800 800 20 00
Plant, H. S.
1 Boat 450 450 11 25
$1 7C0 00 $1 700 00 S42 50
2 000 2 000 50 00
1 250 1 250 31 25
300 300 7 50
1 500
300 1 800 45 00
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Public Service Co. of N. H.
7 Miles of line 16 700 16 700 417 50
Putnam, C. A.
1 Boat
Qua, Clara F. and Edwin F.
la C. O. Dore










Lot of Charles Haley
Rice, Leonard A.
%a E. B. Edgerly
Richardson, Florence M.
88a Daniel Libbv
2 000 2 000 50 00
600 600 15 00
700
150 850 21 25
1 000 1 000 25 CO
150 150 3 75
4 0C0 4 000 100 00
200 -200 5 00
1 300 1 300 32 50
1 600 1 600 40 00
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Richardson, Maude B. and
George L.
Rau Cottage $1 000 00 $1 000 00 $25 00
Rudolph, Roy
1 Cow 25 25 62
Ricker, Bertha
20a J. L. Goldsmith 150 150 3 75
Riddle, H. L. Jr.
67a James Doe farm 1 200 1 200 30 00
Riley, Edna M.
la Frank Hesior 6 000 6 000 150 00
Rink, Fredrick W.
Fannie Kimball 800 800 20 00
Roberts, Harold
3a Alex. Clark 1 500 1 500 37 50
Robie, Eibridge
Portable Mill 300 300 7 50
Russell, Ernest M.
Camp and lot of
Lizzie Wiggin 600 600 15 00
Rust, Lottie
3 Lots and camp 2 300 2 300 57 50
Rust, Horace
Wood and lumber 13 300 13 300 332 50'
Sams, E. M.
6a Wm. F. Plant 27 000
3 Boats 2 500 29 500 737 50
Salter, Albert E.
Trickey- Home -Thompson 900 900 22 50
Sanders, Mrs. Norma
95a Asa Fox 9 000
Bessie Newell - lot 300
1 Boat 700 10 000 250 00
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Wawbeek Road - camp
Sliter, Ethel
Camp - Wawbeek Road
Small camp
Lots 16-17 Bear Island
Smith, E. H., Estate
%a Camp - Beech Pond
Smith, Harold W.
%a Camp - Beech Pond
Smith, Jessie M.
20a John A. Edgerly
9a Fred Morrill
Smith, Phillip
44a A. W. Swett
20a Edwin S. Poore
2 Boats
$5 600 00 $5 600.00 $140.00
2 500
200 2 700 67 50
11 500 11 500 287 50
200 200 5 00
5 000
2 500 7 500 ' 187 50
4 000 4 000 100 00
800 800 20 00
1 4G0 1 400 35 00
1 400
400
400 2 200 55 00
600 600 15 00
800 800 20 00
3 000
500 3 500 87 50
500
4 000
600 5 100 127 50
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Socony Vacuum Oil Co.
Pumps $1 035 00 $1 035 00 $25 88
Somers, Rudolph and Emily
Camp and lot
Fannie Kimball 800 800 20 00
Sparks, Ralph M.
Merrymount 1 700 1 700 42 50
Speare, Frank P.
Store Island 50
100a Daniel Wingate 4 400
25a Wm. Straw 500 4 950 123 75
Speare, Katherine V.
40a Merrymount 3 000 3 000 75 00
Spinka, Matthew Dr.
75a Herbert Gilman 1 200 1 200 30 00
Springer, Charles
30a John Ford 100 100 2 50
Stack, Ena D.
2 Camps 1 800 1 800 45 00
Staples, Frank
15a Clark lot 150
10a Pine lot 200 350 8 75
Stevens, Henry
5a Narrows 500 500 12 50
Stephens, Herbert
Lot - Mark Piper 200 200 5 00
Stillings, F. O.
14a Veasey lot 100
60a Bickford lot 500 600 15 00
Strubin, Dr. Paul
20a George I. Hull 4 500
1 Boat 250 4 750 118 75
Sweet, Marie L.
2a J. M. Haley 200 200 5 00
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Sullivan, Mrs. Rillie D.
2a Banfield Piper $200 00 $200 00 $5 00
Swift, Bernice
Pine Tree Island 500 500 12 50
Sylvester, C. J.
Fannie Kimball 150 150 3 75
Stead, Harold
50a Lewis Frisby 2 400
1 Horse 30 2 430 60 75
Stockman, Frank L.
15a Charles Wallace 300 300 7 50
Tarbell, Luther L.
la Evelyn Brown 900 900 22 50
Taylor, Dr. W. C
1 Boat 350 350 8 75
Teague, Cecile F.
30a Brick House
(Nat. Caverly) 7 700
25a J. A. Edgerly 500
25a Clark lot 1 000
5a John V. Caverly 800 10 000 250 00
Teichman, F. W.
y2a Camp - Hersey pasture 1 500 1 500 37 50
Temple, Florence
y2a J. B. Brackett
(Charles Young) 1 000 1 000 25 00
Texas Company
Pumps 115 115 2 87
Thompson, Carrie
70a Moulton lot 250 250 6 25
Thompson, W. H., heirs
6a Daniel Home 700 700 17 50
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT 57
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION TOTAL TAX
Thompson, William, heirs
100a William Thompson $1 500 00 $1 500 00 $37 50
Thompson, Trickey and Home
96a Hersey pasture 8 700 8 700 217 50
Tolland, P. J.
C. O. Dore 400 400 10 00
Tombs, John M.
E. R. Whitten 5 200
Drowns camp 3 000
1 Boat 300 8 500 212 50
Torney, G. Alma
Keenan camp 900 900 22 50
Towers? Frank S.
Camp - lot - building 1 500
Lot 500
1 Boat 150 2 150 53 75
Town of Berwick, Maine
25a y2 Lena Clark Estate 500 500 12 50
Turner, Elmer A.
Lots 3 - 4 Melvin Gardens 1 450 1 450 36 25
Turrill, Donald J.
y2a Hersey pasture 1 700 1 700 42 50
Tuttle, James H.
Let 6 - Melvin Gardens 250 250 6 25
Tuttle, Eugene
6a Rollins place 1 000 1 000 25 00
Tyler, H. W.
Horace Mclntire 900 900 22 50
Updergraff, R. R.
185a George Welch 3 000
Camp lot 300 3 300 82 50
58 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION TOTAL TAX
Urquhart, Anna
3a Camp - Hannah Bosher
Beech Pond $600 00 $600 00 $15 00
Varney, Harry M.
Stumpage on W. M.





800 800 20 00
Walker, Edith M.
1 Boat 350 350 8 75
Warner, W. F.
1 Boat 300 300 7 50
Warren, B. E. Jr.
1 Boat 200 200 5 00
Waters, Isabel
Theo Hunt Camp 900 900 22 50
Watson, Cecil M.
95a Joseph Burleigh - farm 1 000 1 000 25 00
Weeks, Walter
67a % Mountain lot No. 56 6C0
200a McDuffee lot 800 1 400 35 00
Welch, William
Lot Mark Piper 800 800 20 00
West, Lawrence
62V2a y2 Mount Pleasant 300 300 7 50
Wheeler, Percy G., Estate
Bonnie View 800 800 20 00
White Mt. Power Company
21 Miles of line 14 000 14 000 350 00
Whiting, Arthur D.
!/4a Wingate Cove 1 300 1 300 32 50
TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT 59
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION TOTAL TAX
Whitney, Carrie G.
13a J. H. Piper $1 000 00 $1 000 00 $25 00
Whittermore, F. L.
i/2a Luther Lee 1 200
1 Boat 100 1 300 32 50
Wiegand, Albert J.
2 Lots -William Bixby 1 200 1 200 30 00
Wiggin, Fred A.
30a Big House 3 000
2a Cottage 1 000 4 000 100 00
Wiggin, George E.
100a Pasture 1 000 1 000 25 00
Wilcox, Carra E.
2a Old Wawbeek Road 800
Shore Lots 300 1 100 27 50
Wilder, Clara T.
50a L. Thompson 200 200 5 00
Willand, Howard
44a Pasture 500 500 12 50
Willand, Rena
la Waiter Grant 2 000 2 000 50 00
Willard, Iva M.
la Henry Durgin 2 500
Eiletta Durgin 1 200 3 700 92 50
Williams, Blanche and Walter
Edith Craig 1 200 1 200 30 00
Willis, Charles and Celia
V2a Edith Craig 500 500 12 50
Winchester, Maria L.
23a Farm Island 2 0C0 2 000 50 00
Winslade, Taplin J.
3a Robert Paige camp 500 500 12 50
60 TUFTONBORO TOWN REPORT
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE ANE> TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1939
NAME and DESCRIPTION VALUATION TOTAL TAX
Wood, Arthur A.
3a Charles Piper $500 00 S500 00 $12 50
Wood, Carl A., Estate
la Grace Wood 1 000 1 000 25 00
Wood, Edna
C. H. Young 700 700 17 50
Wood, Harry
15a Nat. Neal 1 500 1 500 37 50
Woodward. H. M.
la Camp 1 500 1 500 37 50
Woodward, Percy
E. R. Whitten 5 500
1 Boat 700 6 200 155 00
Wyllie, John H.
Camp - Beech Pond 600 600 15 00
Wyllie, William J.
Lot - Beech Pond 100 100 2 50
Wyma'n, Louis
1 Boat 400 400 10 00
Yeaton, Capt. Ivan
%a Helen's Island 100 100 2 50
Young, Charles H.
5a 3 Camps 2 000 2 000 50 00
Youth Guidance
Foundation Inc.
179a J. A. Brackett 4 000
200a Ossipee Valley
Land Corp. 600
90 Cords wood 360 4 960 124 00
Zeltner, E. L.
1 Boat 350 350 8 75
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